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About This Game

Jet Ant mixes a classic platforming with a simulation of a 2D jet/rocket hovering to move around and achieve a goal of reaching
level's end with a maximum points collected. Points are calculated by adding the remaining fuel and collected coins.

Develop your own tactics. Should you not deviate from your path to save fuel? Or are you skilled enough to gather more coins
by investing extra fuel and return with a profit? Be careful on your journey, because Jet Ant's flying machine is homemade, it

leaks slightly and can explode if hit it too hard.

You can customize your flying machine and experiment with your game style.

Game Features:
Unique and skill demanding movement mechanism.

Steam achievements.
Challenging levels.

Cartoon style graphics.
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Title: Jet Ant
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TK
Publisher:
TK
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: Intel Core i3 3227U or AMD E2-1800 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HM76 Express or AMD integrated equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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It's not even close to FTL or X-COM, they wanted to be, but failed.

Nevertheless you could try. 30min is enough to evaluate and claim refund.. Alice's Patchwork is either a very relaxing and
enjoyable jiggsaw game or hell - depending on your style of playing.

The game includes 120 various levels of beautiful pictures to solve. Some of jiggsaw pieces look like glass, other like being
made of clothes and other like they were sewed to a canvas. The person responsible for graphics in Alice's patchwork made a
great job indeed. I admire the amount of work, the variety and the taste of colours used in for the pictures.

So why the game could be hell, you might ask.
Every level can open three locks. You get one key for completing a level, one for doing it without any mistakes and one for
doing it in a proper time. The first one you get always. But the other two destroy the joy of playing completely.

First of all, there is no reference picture to look at, you are just put to almost the empty board with very few pieces at the right
place. There are only few usable jiggsaws visible at once and you cannot change them or scroll them. Usually, at the beginning
they match absolutely anywhere. Hey, you can always use a hint! But hints are so damn expensive that requires grinding easy
levels forever to get enough points to buy them.
Tick tock, you're running out of time. You can buy some more... by tons of points you don't have.

Really, programmer was a jerk. They ruined perfectly cool game with the price for hints and time. Getting the keys is fun, but
only when the effort for them is reasonable.

I will give you some advise here.
Forget about getting all keys, enjoy the jiggsaws and the pictures.
Or take a look at community guides.. Loved this. Very strange and wasn't expecting this at all.
A twisted story about a stange family that go through birth, death and re-birth!!
Lots of puzzles, that are hard, but not impossible (had to look up 2 out of the 33 on offer as got stuck!)
Well worth a play... thanks Humble Bundle!! :). nice time consumer. good to play when downloading a larger game. Great tower
defense game, top shelf. I was going to play one or two missions and ended up playing for 6 hours. Very engaging, fun and
challenging. 9\/10 for me.. The amateurish quality is forgivable. The tedious and non-challenging gameplay is forgivable. The
somewhat predictable twists are forgivable. With those flaws alone, it could've been a charming little indie title worth checking
out if on sale. However, you may encounter one of multiple game-breaking bugs that make it impossible to proceed, and they
aren't likely ever going to be patched.. The most common concern people have for this game is the game-breaking glitches. Yes,
they happen. However, I bring good news. With the current version, I have yet to have a playthrough ruined by a glitch. Granted,
it sometimes takes some troubleshooting, but in the end I found it worth it. Nostalgia is an important element in this game, and I
feel Two Brothers used it to weave new stories rather than dwell on old ones. If you are really on the fence about this game, I
would wait for the Director's Cut of this game to be released. I found the game, as it currently is, to still be immersive and
memorable.
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Bought this game for my son, and he’s so happy with it! Can’t stop playing Deiland. And he’s so fast - now he grows some plans,
then he goes fishing, the next moment he fights someone. And he built a big house from a tiny hut. So proud of my boy!) says
there’s a beautiful girls that comes and give different tasks. I see how satisfied my son with this game, he needed a few minutes
to master it and now he plays and plays it. So I only can say this game is excellent and I recommend it to all parents around..
UPDATE 2: As of 4/29/19 this game is running as it should have upon release. Does run in ultrawide at a locked 60 & the ball
trajectory is perfect now. My poor friend begged me to play & after my previous experience I really did not want to, but I'm
glad I did as destroying him in tennis brought much joy to me. Watching him agonize & talk about going to tennis school was
delightful. I now fully recommend this game. 9/10

UPDATE: If you go into the config file, you can change the resolution in there. Go to steam>steam apps>Tennis World Tour &
find the config file to cgange your desired resolution. I actually got it to work in 3440x1440. Must run in Win Full Screen I
believe.

This game does not even run at 1080p! The highest resolution it supports is 1600x900. That is UNACCEPTABLE. Also, there
is NO online play at all even though it is advertised for the game. The game runs incredibly poor & many functions are broken!
This game is completely unacceptable & needs to be BANNED from Steam. The developer stated that the game is 20%
complete. See below:

Here is a direct quote from one of the developers - In any case, financially, Tennis World Tour should achieve the objectives
set: "we put 500 000 pieces on the market but with many distributors who have no right of return, so we know that will be
profitable, " explains Alain Falc.

I am inserting a transcipt from a google translated article from the development team -

Weeks before release the game was just 20% done. This interview is something.

The launch was "chaotic". They couldn't delay it because of the marketing campaign and because they wanted to launch along
the French Open tournament. But this quote is craaaaazy:

"on a mis 500 000 pièces sur le marché mais avec beaucoup de distributeurs qui n’ont pas de droit de retour, donc on sait qu’on
sera bénéficiaire"

They shipped 500k units but due to many retailers not being allowed to ship them back it will be a financial success? What? Am
I reading that correctly?

But here's the kicker:

"une "réédition peaufinée" verra le jour l'an prochain, sachant qu'un tout nouveau Tennis World Tour est d’ores et déjà envisagé
pour 2020-2021"

So a "refined" edition will be released in 2019 and a COMPLETELY NEW TENNIS WORLD TOUR IS PLANNED FOR
2020-2021.

WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAT
Snippets:

- Games was only 20% complete weeks before release
- Couldn't delay the game because of marketing and to get it out during French Open
- Refined version planned for 2019
- NEW game planned for 2020-2021
- Game will meet expectations and be profitable because 500k shipped to distributors of which some have no right to return
them
- They want to increase their Meta score gradually and be in the 80s in the next few years. dont do it not worth your money.
Although my preference is for Ancients and Napoleonics, this is a very impressive port of the board game.
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Nice graphics and a decent UI.

Would prefer the virtual dice not to bounce all over the shop but to be more contained so as to be easier to read.

The AI is pretty good but, ocaisionally, moves units to less than optimal positions.

Not sure if it is a bug but the 'Box Barrage' combat card can always be played even when it is not applicable to the Command
card being played and, in those circumstances, that combat card is wasted.

Overall, very pleased and a good omen for the GMT games due out later this year.. Very Fun on XBL. More people should play
this on Steam.. Thank you for Linux Support since day 1 :)
The first time I played, it didn't feel too great but I as I started playing it felt better and better.

(After Ubuntu update the controls got better Ubuntu 18.04 LTS on nVidia). I would not recommend this for kids. Or anyone.
There are way too many bugs and the interface is not user friendly. There are bugs that cause your car to get stuck during the
race. And it happens a lot. Sometimes you even get stuck between invisible things and must restart the race. A lot of cars can't
be unlocked. It says 30 coins to unlock, you click, 30 coins are removed, but the car still isn't unlocked. It's either a bug or a
horrible user interface. Getting the coins to unlock everything is way too easy. It's for kids yes, but if the game worked and a kid
wanted to, he or she could unlock everything in 2 hours. Everything cost the same to unlock and there's no reward for winning a
race. Furthermore, the other cars don't collect coins or diamonds so you can just crawl through the track and collect everything.
That's what my kids were doing. And that obviously gets boring really fast. The interface has way too many similar looking
buttons. It is not intuitive where you should click next. And some of the buttons doesn't do anything at all, it appears. To leave
the game, you have to minimize and close it on the taskbar because it doesn't even have an "exit game" menu option. The game
seems to have been rushed out and not tested on a single kid beforehand. It's a shame because the idea was good. So please
update the game and fix the bugs.. This is pure and simplified space strategy.
Really easy to get into, with also simple but nice graphics.
Good for casual strategists or for hardcore strategists looking to try something that can be played in a short time without a ton of
options and warnings at every turn.
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